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LECTURE 1 INTRODUCTION  
 
• Initial idea behind s51 was to preserve state power, but opposite has happened– 6 reasons: 

1. Engineers case; 
2. S109 of the Const  says federal prevails if consistency; 
3. External affairs – relatively new– said commonwealth could enter into a treaty in whatever 

topic it wished and the fed parl could implement the treaty under s51 regardless of  topic 
4. Corporations power – again relatively new; 
5. Commonwealth controls finances and tax, so v significant; 
6. Case law re commonwealth v state relations. 

 
Checklist re resolving constitutional problems from textbook – the litigant needs to identify the 
power that might be invoked to support the law then 

1. Describe the ambit of the power by reference to relevant case law 
2. Characterise the law – consider what rights, duties, obligations, privileges or immunities the 

law creates, affects or destroys – and whether those rights etc are sufficiently connected to, 
and/or reasonably appropriate to and adapted to the power(s) invoked to support them 

3. Reach a prelimnary conclusion as to the validity of the law 
4. Identify the prohibitions or limitations that might be invoked to strike down the law 
5. Describe the ambit of these by reference to case law 
6. Characterise the law to consider whether it is struck down by those prohibitions or limitations 

(i.e. interpret the law and apply the relevant tests) 
7. Reach a conclusion as to the validity of the law 

 
1. Understand Scope and meaning of head of power  - look at s51 
 
Number of rules of interpretation to determine the “meaning” of the Commonwealth head of power: 
 
• First rule - Engineers case – need to give ordinary and natural meaning to words – HC held 

o If fed has power and the act fall within it then the state must follow 
o Must give full effect to words of const and give them their natural and ordinary meaning, 

even if think the result to be inconvenient or impolitic or improbable. 
o You are not to read limitations and restrictions in to the power given, as if you need to find 

this you need to find the limitation or restriction expressly or impliedly in the const – 
therefore ousted the doctrine of implied prohibitions. 

o Also finished doctrine of state reserved power (which said the scope of head of power was 
interpreted restrictively as looked at words of const and only interpreted them assuming 
things belong to states) – therefore don’t construe words of constitution assuming only 
certain areas can be dealt with domestically by states 

• Second rule - ordinary and natural meaning determined now not at the date of enactment 
Therefore ascertain the essential nature of the power then give it its current understanding  

• Third rule – history of the matter - you are not seeking out what was intended but what was 
enacted, but there is a role for the history in that it can confirm what you had thought re the scope 
and meaning despite the fact you are looking at its contemporary meaning 

• Fourth Rule  - drawing implications  if the constitution does not mean what it says – Engineers 
make clear are allowed to draw but  issue is what implications can be drawn   
• Australian National Airways v Commonwealth (1945) re Commonwealth set up body corporate 

to run interstate commercial - held parliament has implied powers not expressly stated in the 
Constitution, but can be properly assumed to exist since constitution is expressed in general 
propositions wide enough to be capable of flexible application to changing circumstances 

• However, since Engineers, court has consistently held it is not legitimate to construe the const 
by reference to political principles or theories not supported in the text of the Const. 

 
2.  Characterisation – 3 step process –  

 
• Characterisation involves deciding whether a Commonwealth law is authorised by a particular 

head of legislative power – “the character of the law in question must be determined by reference 
to the rights, powers, liabilities, duties abnd privileges it creates” (from Grain Pool WA case).   

• Once character of law ascertained, then determine whether sufficient connection to head of power 
o Step 1 does it fall within the core of the power = the main grant of the power– (i.e.  legal or 

practical character of the law operates in the core of the power)  
o Step 2 If not in core, is it in the incidental scope of power – look at ‘sufficient connection’.   
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o Fairfax case re tax power -  held need to consider what is the direct legal effect of the 
legislation on the rights, duties, powers and privileges which it changes, regulates or 
abolishes to identify what the law has demanded/obligation (e.g. to pay tax – direct 
legal effect re taxation). 
§ Therefore look at the end – ie. Ultimate obligation. 

o multiple/dual characterisations Murphyores Inc Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (1976) Held - 
§ Direct legal effect was one of multiple characterisation as was valid export rule 

and fed parl can put place conditions on this and just because is a condition does 
not alter its core (the conditions meant that sandmining was no longer profitable) 

§ Therefore once you validate it that it is within the power, it is valid (unless a 
restriction applies to strike it down), eventhough a condition may apply to it that is 
of a different characterisation. 

§ Court will disregard purpose of fed laws in determining if sufficient connection 
exists between a law and const, but purpose still relevant re incidental”  Instead, 
need to ask what is the direct legal effect and what was commanded, as instead 
need to ask what is the direct legal effect and what was commanded 

§ Murphyores “leverage approach” confirms that so long as the law of the Comm 
operates directly upon some activity which is central to the power granted by the 
Comm, neither the indirect effect of the law nor the motives or purpose of the 
Commonweath in making that law can detract from the law’s validity 

o Incidental scope - to give effect to the object and purpose of the power, included within 
the power are incidental power to enable it to be fulfilled (e.g. penalties for tax)  
• Reasonable proportionality re incidentals though - law was has to be reasonably 

adapted and appropriate to that incidential BUT Leask v Commonwealth (1996) held  
o considerations of reasonable proportionality will be relevant under a purposive 

head of power BUT proportionality was not a decisive factor when considering 
a non-purposive head of power as would then make the rule too restrictive   

o instead rule from O’Sullivans case applies – is there sufficient connection 
between this incidental and the scope and meaning of the power.   

3.  Restrictions 
Once done steps 1 and 2 above, need to check that the proposed law must not infringe any restriction 
either express or implied  

• Express - eg tax law prohibition can’t discrimate between states and parts of states. 
• Implied – Melbourne Corp case v Commonwealth (1947)- HC held 

(i) cannot single out state entities and impede them from performing essential 
govt services/functions and 
(ii) cannot create one rule for the states and another for everyone else.  
Therefore relates to discriminating the states and also the guarantee that the 
constitution provides that states must survive. 

o However, subsequent cases have said Melb case is a single limitation – need 
to work out the direct effect of the law and then direct operation of the law (ie 
practical effect of whether if makes it impossible for a state entity to function). 

• Austin v Commonwealth (2003) - issue re validity of special Commonwealth tax 
applying only to State judges. HELD rejected the separate discrimination limb found in 
the principle, as said for a law to infringe the Melbourne principles it must ultimately 
infringe the state's structural integrity (ie single broader principle of structural integrity 
test of the states and their ability to exercise their functions).  
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LECTURE 2 TRADE & COMMERCE POWER s 51(i)   
Grannall v Marrickville Margarine Pty Ltd (1955)– legislation said to produce margarine had to get 
licence and to get licence you were then subject to quota re how much can make.  What is direct 
effect of NSW law?  Its re production and court held production was static and localised so contained 
in NSW.  Therefore restriction in 92 never arose since production in one state is not interstate. 
 
Beal v Marrickville Margarine Pty Ltd (1966) shows production is not part of interstate trade and 
commerce, even where it is earmarked for interstate trade, as interstate trade only begins with the 
interstate movement of products – HELD s92 prohibition does not commence as although production 
is an essential preliminary to trading across state lines, the production remains in state so is not 
interstate so is outside Commonwealth leglislative control under 51: Note though the application of this 
has been somewhat modified by O’Sullivan below. 
 
O'Sullivan v Noarlunga Meat Ltd (1954) SA had state licencing law and prosecuted meat co for not 
having licence.  Company argued most of product went overseas so did not need to hold state licence 
as Commonwealth had covered the field, so had an immunity where slaughtering meat for export – 
argument re inconsistency of laws and s109 of constitution.   

• Commonwealth law prohibited exportation of meat unless stored and treated it in way 
Commonwealth said to, so held within the core as slaughter already taken place so if going to 
export needs to be done within this way so. 

• What is difference to margarine case though?  In O’Sullivan, the core is objectively connected 
to overseas trade and commerce as processes meat has to undergo for meat to arrive 
overseas in suitable condition, but in margarine case the owner of the factory subjectively 
turned it into interstate.  Therefore if Commonwealth is going to come in and control need to 
have some objective standard it needs to impose otherwise will be mere production. 

 
Huddart Parker v Commonwealth (1931) - Stevedore case re engagement of workers re 
unloading/loading of cargo and Commonwealth law which said must give preference to union labour 

• core within s51(i) overseas and interstate trade, but has multiple characterisation as relates to 
union law too - held Comm could legislate to give preference to union membes for 
employment in loading or unloading ships involved in interstate and international trade. 

• Dixon J held leg valid as it “directly regulates the choice of persons to perform the work which 
forms part of or is an incident in interstate trade and commerce.   

• However, in Strickland v Rocla Concrete Pipes Ltd (1971) HC rejected the restrictive Huddart 
reading of the corporations power.   

 
incidental scope  - O'Sullivan v Noarlunga Meat Ltd (1954) 92 CLR 565 – held 

• regs (re what hygience was used, the building and drainage etc (i.e. peripheral matters) were 
valid incidental as gave effect to object and purpose of exporting meat so that it was edible, as 
matters were peripheral but sufficiently connected as was objective link. 

• The connection is immediate as no intervening event that terminates interstate trade and 
commerce and connections to, as production is so connected with the trade that it may be 
regulated under the trade and commcerce power.  This approach assumes a direct, physical 
and causal link between production and the international or interstate trade. 

• How can this be reconciled with Murphores though? A = O’Sullivan’s depended on the 
incidental scope of 51(i) (production for export can be controlled under s51(i) where that 
control is incidental to the control of export trade), but Comm in Murphyores obliged to adopt 
indirect approach which sought to regulate environmental impacts of sand mining for export. 
 

“Second Airlines  - Case” (1965)- should work though in exam  
• Commonwealth relied on incidentals and said licence permit system 198-199 to apply to all 

commercial flying in AU whether overseas or instrastate – prohibited the use of aircraft unless 
the Commonwealth approved you but could only refuse on grounds of safety efficiency – held 
valid as Commonwealth had connection to ensure safety and protect from harm, so was 
legitimate interest to deal with something that looks purely instrastate.     

• BUT another section re Com to be sole licencing franchisor held invalid as only covered 
economic connections (as opposed to physical above)- Kitto held economic connections will 
not be sufficient to justify Com intruding in intrastate – adopts Wragg’s case  

Ansett Transport Industries Case (1976) returned to issue of whether the Comm has capacity to 
protect the economic health of interstate trade - held comm could not justify relying on economic 
connections alone for interfering in relation to instrastate matters. 


